The major issue regarding magnetic response in nature-"negative values for the permeability μ of material parameters, especially in terahertz or optical region" makes the electromagnetic properties of natural materials asymmetric. Recently, research in metamaterials has grown in significance because these artificial materials can demonstrate special and, indeed, extraordinary electromagnetic phenomena such as the inverse of Snell's law and novel applications. A critical topic in metamaterials is the artificial negative magnetic response, which can be designed in the higher frequency regime (from microwave to optical range). Artificial magnetism illustrates new physics and new applications, which have been demonstrated over the past few years. In this review, we present recent developments in research on artificial magnetic metamaterials including split-ring resonator structures, sandwich structures, and high permittivity-based dielectric composites. Engineering applications such as invisibility cloaking, negative refractive index medium, and slowing light fall into this category. We also discuss the possibility that metamaterials can be suitable for realizing new and exotic electromagnetic properties.
Introduction and Background
As nanotechnology has gradually developed, the interactions between matter and light or EM waves have become more and more significant. The range of electromagnetic material responses found in nature represent only a small subset of that which is theoretically possible. This curious fact is because Maxwell equations are symmetric and scalable but the properties of materials are not. For example, Figure 1 shows four combinations of parameters of materials (i.e., electric permittivity, ε, and magnetic permeability, μ) and each quadrant represents different physical phenomena. Most known materials, such as dielectrics, exhibit positive ε and μ simultaneously, and metals show negative ε as depicted in the second quadrant. Nonetheless, we cannot find positive ε for noble metals, such as silver, gold and copper, as frequencies are lower than ultraviolet ranges. Meanwhile, another intrinsic limitation fetters the magnetic responses of materials. Due to a lack of magnetic monopoles, it is true that magnetic responses are usually rare and weak, particularly in higher frequency ranges. Consequently, magnetic responses from naturally existing materials start to tail off when the frequency of the excited field surpasses 100 GHz or an even lower region. The parameter space of naturally existing materials for their electric permittivity, ε, and magnetic permeability, μ. Notice that no natural material exists in the third and fourth quadrants owing to the lack of negative magnetic permeability except that some ferrites show negative permeability at resonances in the GHz region.
From a microscopic point of view, the aforementioned consequence takes place because magnetic domains inside a given material cannot change their preferred orientation to promptly echo the excited field. Furthermore, it is extremely rare for naturally existing materials to present negative μ, especially in high frequency domains-some ferrites indeed show negative permeability at resonances as pinpointed in the lower part of Figure 1 , but the frequency is as low as in the GHz region [1, 2] . In fact, these intrinsic physical limitations impose immeasurable restrictions on the efforts of scientists and system designers.
The research effort to find magnetic charges in relation to experimental evidence of a natural material's existence is currently a work in progress. The lack of negative permeability (−μ) in natural materials is surmountable by means of "artificial subwavelength periodicity structures" or so-called metamaterials that supply researchers with materials whose properties do not exist in natural materials.
In just the last few years, comprehensive research achievements in metamaterials have raised interest in topics ranging from microwaves to optics. Many fascinating physical phenomena such as negative refractive index medium (NRIM), inverse Doppler effects, and Cerenkov radiation [3] [4] [5] [6] , and novel applications such as the superlensing effect in breaking diffraction limits [7] [8] [9] [10] , invisibility cloaking, tunable switch devices, and trapped rainbow light [11] [12] [13] [14] have been realized from these microstructured materials. In fact, the NRIM concept was first proposed four decades ago by Veselago [15] , but this concept, as originally proposed, has acquired a reputation for being scientific "fiction" because negative ε r is realizable in relation to metallic structures whereas negative μ r is absent from nature.
Obtaining negative values for the permeability μ is an essentiality to realize negative index metamaterials, but also a novel and intriguing feature, especially in the optical region. It has been shown that negative permeability can be accomplished through a variety of approaches: for instance, inductive patterns such as split-ring resonators as first proposed by Pendry [16] , circuit loops connected to microelectronics [17] , Swiss rolls [18] , pairs of conducting elements called sandwich structures [19, 20] , high permittivity-based dielectric composites [21] , and many others [22, 23] . In these fields, researchers should craft intuitive representations identifying the factors that make possess negative permeability in a given frequency range, and also, researchers should compute the value of permeability according to so-called retrieval procedures within these artificial magnetic structures [24] [25] [26] . Magnetic metamaterials composed of resonant elements have developed into an important branch of metamaterials research. The key to realizing electromagnetic metamaterials is to construct artificial magnetic moments. In contrast to magnetic and electric dipole moments in natural materials, artificial dipoles can be achieved by distinct designs of LC-resonance, mainly metallic structures. Despite the conventional LC-resonance interpretation for metallic metamaterials, researchers often use the Mie theory as the supporting mechanism for metamaterials instead.
In Section 2 of this review, we will summarize contributions that have guided the field of metamaterials in general and that have promoted magnetic metamaterials research in particular. In the same section, we will discuss, in detail, certain kinds of artificial magnetic structures, their mechanisms, and combinations of artificial electric metamaterials relative to the generation of negative refractive index medium. In Section 3, we will present some special applications corresponding to artificial magnetic responses and negative refractive index metamaterials. These comprise magnetic walls, magnetic surface plasmon resonance, invisible cloaks, artificial electromagnetically induced transparency, and the deceleration of light through metamaterials. Finally, Section 4 will present conclusions and prospects.
Enriching Magnetic Responses by Artificial Magnetic Metamaterials
Artificial magnetic metamaterials whose compositions are resonant elements are currently flourishing as a topic in metamaterials research. Many magnetic elements have been designed to possess a strong magnetic response. In this section, we will review some famous and novel magnetic metamaterials: namely, split-ring resonators, sandwich structures, and high permittivity-based dielectric composites. Specifically, we will describe in detail their development and mechanisms.
Split-Ring Resonators
Metamaterials have unprecedented electromagnetic properties through a substitution of artificially constructed meta-atoms for naturally existing atoms. Among diverse metamaterials, the favorite element is the split-ring resonator (SRR) structure whose pioneering design, proposed by Pendry et al., makes use of magnetic meta-atoms to achieve negative magnetic permeability [16] . Wiltshire et al. employed this magnetic metamaterials to guide RF flux to the receiver coil, permitting a clear image to be obtained where none might otherwise be detectable [18] . The original double-ring SRRs consist of two concentrated metallic rings as the inductance in series with the capacitance corresponding to two splits opposite each other within the rings, as shown in Figure 2 . Another variation, the cut-wire pairs, was proposed in [27] , and a three-dimensional isotropic split ring resonator was reported in [28] . It is not necessary to have a double-ring SRR, which characterized many past simulations and experiments seeking to obtain magnetic resonance.
The magnetic dipole is always defined as in Equation (1):
This equation means that the circulated current around the closed conductive coil will cause a magnetic dipole. The SRR will be considered equivalent to the LC circuit. Such an equivalent LC circuit maximizes the electromagnetic responses under the external time-varying magnetic field H-field, normal to the plane of the SRRs as resonances occur. It is observed that there is a pair of capacitances in half of the ring, functioning as a series connection of two capacitances, as show in Figure 2 . If we ignore the Ohmic loss, there will be a resonator that has a resonance frequency proportional to 1/(LC) 1/2 . The strength of the artificial magnetic dipole will be enhanced several times in relation to LC resonance at a specific frequency. Furthermore, we can calculate the effective permeability at different frequencies, as in Equation (2) [29] :
In an experiment setting, the split-ring piling-as in Figure 2 are regarded as magnetic response enhancement. One can assume that the voltage distribution to the capacitance is using a parallel connection in an equivalence circuit, as shown on the right side of Figure 2 . This set-up will increase the total capacitance value as C total = C gap + C parallel . In references [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] , many researchers have systematically investigated the properties of SRR, such as the size and the shape of the SRRs, the size of the unit cell, dielectric properties of the substrate, complementary structures of SRR, and the orientation relative to incident waves in the microwave region.
The development of the field of SRR, or magnetic metamaterials, has taken a new turn since nano-engineering and micro-system techniques became more complex. Indeed, the resonance frequency of SRR structures is determined by their sizes rather than their constituents, indicating that one can further construct magnetism from microwaves to higher-frequency regions by simply miniaturizing the dimensions of constituent elements. By using micro-fabrication processes, researchers created artificial magnetism for 1 THz [40] ; moreover, through nano-fabrication processes, researchers achieved magnetic resonance frequency at 100 THz [41] . Notice that a single-ring SRR with one cut also yields a significant magnetic response. However, the saturated magnetic resonance frequency occurs at 373 THz in conventional SRR design, restricting the artificial magnetic responses to the optical range [42] . As a consequence, research [43, 44] has reported that modified SRRs introducing extra multi-cuts into the metallic rings can exhibit higher LC resonance frequencies and can even help boost the saturation frequency up to 550 THz [43] , significantly easing the fabrication burden of high-frequency applications based on the SRR structures. When split rings resonators are piled in a pure H-field, the induced current will not follow the flow of the original circuit. In particular, the layers are very close to one another because the capacitances of different layers are similar to the capacitance of the original layer; hence, the equivalence circuit will correspond to a parallel connection.
Apart from the issue of the SRR saturation frequencies, another crucial and problematic issue for applications of high-frequency magnetism relates to the polarization of incident light. Surprisingly, there is a transmission dip at the magnetic response frequency of the SRR, which means that an external electric field can also excite SRR [38, 39] . More specifically, as the electric polarization is parallel to the split side of the SRRs, the magnetic resonance is excited through the induced current circulating within the SRRs, which is called electric excitation of magnetic resonance (or the EEMR effect) [38] . Such an electric excitation under normal incidence allows for a more attainable method to realize high-frequency responses toward nano-photonic applications.
The concept of a gap-capacitive LC circuit model makes it possible to estimate the fundamental resonances of the SRRs; nevertheless, additional multiple plasmonic resonances of SRRs [35, [44] [45] [46] [47] were also numerically and experimentally observed recently, an outcome that cannot be interpreted by reference to the gap-capacitive LC circuit model and that still requires a clear explanation. As a consequence, a general model of standing-wave plasmonic resonances reveals the possibility of interpreting SRRs' multiple responses under orthogonal electric excitations. The standing-wave plasmonic resonance (SWPR) model corresponds to the following Equation [47] :
where L denotes the total length of SRR, λ m the resonance wavelength, m the resonance mode, n eff the effective refractive index of the dielectric environment, and λ 0 depends only on the geometric structure. Notice that the multiple reflectance peaks are denoted as two sets of resonance modes: 1 || , 3 || , 5 || , 7 || and 2 ┴ , 4 ┴ , 6 ┴ , 8 ┴ corresponding to two orthogonal E-filed polarization directions (E || and E ┴ ) in Figure 4 (a), respectively. Then, one can plot the resonance wavelengths (λ m ) versus the reciprocal of the resonance mode (1/m) among different-sized SRRs. As shown in Figure 4 (b), all curves show a clear linear relationship and among them, the longer SRR displays a greater slope that is consistent with Equation ( (a) By using micro-fabrication process, the artificial magnetism can be realized at 1 THz [40] ; (b) By using electron beam writing process and normal incidence into SRR planes, the magnetic response can be blue-shifted to 100 THz [41] ; (c) By shrinking the dimension of the SRR size, the resonance response can be shifted to 373 THz in conventional SRR design [42] .
Recently, more and more research interest has focused on tunable SRR devices and SRR-based biosensors for label-free sensing of chemical and biochemical materials. Intense research interest has focused on active control of the electromagnetic responses for functional devices such as modulators, filters, polarizers, and switches. Tunable resonance can be achieved through optical or voltage control of the capacitive response of SRRs [13, [48] [49] [50] [51] . Another approach is to fabricate anisotropic SRR structures that are reconfigurable in response to an external stimulus such as a thermal effect [52] . Label-free, coupler-free, and refractive-index SRR-based biosensors have undergone significant development due to the capacitance of SRR structures' high sensitivity relative to external environments [53] [54] [55] . We expect that, in the near future, the findings of such successful demonstrations, by using a given SRR structure, can be readily extended to applications in our lives. 
Sandwich Structures (Fishnet Structures)
In general, LHM is an artificial material and consists of both a magnetic dipole providing a negative magnetic permeability µ < 0 and a plasmonic wire array yielding a negative electric permittivity ε < 0 [56] [57] [58] . To obtain negative magnetic permeability for these structures, the basic idea is to create a sufficiently strong magnetic resonance by first creating induced currents in two parallel metal strips excited by an external magnetic field (H-field). The pairs of metal strips are closely related to pairs of rods, for which there is an optical diamagnetic response, and Shalaev et al. reveal that a pair of strips can replace the previous resonators for the magnetic resonance, as shown in Figure 5 [59, 60] .
After combining the strip pairs with continuous metallic wires functioning as a diluted metal below the effective plasma frequency (as shown in Figure 6 ), both the negative magnetic permeability from parallel strips and the negative electric permittivity from continuous wires lead to a negative index of refraction. The new LHM design is called "fishnet structure metamaterial".
Theoretical modeling of the metal-dielectric-metal strip metamaterials is performed by using effective inductor-capacitor circuits (LC circuit). An LC circuit model for the fishnet structure was given in [19] . The model predicts the dependence of magnetic resonance frequency on the structure's parameters by way of the formula:
Where l 2 = (a y − l 1 /2), l 1 is the cut-wire length, w 2 the wire width, and a x and a y are the periodicity in the x and y directions, see Figure 6 . In various types of metamaterials, the metal-dielectric-metal fishnet structure is at the heart of the first demonstrations of the optical negative index. The major reasons for this stem from easing its fabrication and excitation-for example, the fishnet structure can be fabricated within one lithographic process to harvest the negative refractive index directly rather than multiple ones to integrate plasmonic wires (for −ε) and split-ring resonators (for −μ); besides, the fishnet structure are operated under normal excitation and in fact these two points are particular critical for high-frequency application. In addition, The fishnet structure is polarization-independent and also a better design to boost the performance of figure of merit (FOM), defined by the ratio between the real (n') and imaginary parts (n") of refractive indices (n'/n"), which is crucial in the optical and the visible regime because the performance of metamaterials are dominated by this ratio. By means of fishnet structures, recently Dolling et al. [61, 62] reached FOM = 3 at a wavelength of 1400 nm, and further used silver to evolve the first negative-index metamaterials at the visible spectrum of 780 nm wavelength [63] . More recently, Zhang's group successfully stacked up multiple fishnet functional layers along the wave propagation direction, so that the stacked fishnet metamaterials behave as "bulk" optical NRIM with a very high FOM of 3.5 [64] . The bulk optical metamaterials present the possibility of 3D optical effects and applications associated with NRIM, such as zero-index materials, superlenses, optical tunneling devices, compact resonators, and highly directional sources.
High-Permittivity Dielectric Composites
Many famous artificial magnetic metamaterials are based on metallic structures. Researchers have made a considerable effort to scale down metallic structures toward high-frequency applications in the infrared [40, 41, 65] and even the optical regions [66, 67] . Unfortunately, present metallic resonators suffer from significant conduction loss and strong anisotropic properties that tarnish the performance, so recently, O'Brien and Pendry proposed a "high permittivity"-based (e.g., BST, LiTaO 3 , SiC) dielectric resonator array that is characterized by negative effective permeability for constructing artificial magnetic dipoles, and the proposal reflects the array's advantages in terms of both low loss and symmetric design [68, 69] . Rather than use the LC-resonance of the conducting split rings to attain negative permeability as an average quantity, the mechanism proposed involves the well-known "Mie resonance" in dielectric particles [70] .
From references [71, 72] , one could start by considering a single isolated dielectric sphere with radius r o and relative permittivity ε s = n s 2 , embedded in a host with relative permittivity ε h = n h 2 . For an incident plane wave, the generalized dipole coefficients reduce to those in Mie theory, where
Here, x = k o r o , and ψ n (x) and ξ n (x) are the Riccati-Bessel function, and the primes indicate differentiation with respect to the argument. With regards to effective permeability and permittivity, only the b 1 coefficient representing the strength of the magnetic dipole response and the a 1 coefficient representing the strength of the electric dipole response should be of concern. The dipole term contributes mainly to the scattered magnetic field in the far field (see the following equation): 
If the wavelength of an incident wave is much larger than the size of the sphere, one could use a radiating magnetic dipole moment m to replace the sphere. Therefore, the radiated field matches the standard far-field expression of dipole radiation [ 
We could get the equivalent magnetic dipole moment of a single dielectric sphere particle by equating the two equations above, and then there would be a relationship between the induced magnetic dipole moment and incident magnetic field, as in the equation one can determine the effective electromagnetic parameters in the long-wavelength limit by following the above calculation.
In fact, arrays of dielectric rods in p-polarized light have been shown to possess an effective negative magnetic permeability [68, 75] . Moreover, arrays of the dielectric rods in s-polarized light present both magnetic and electric dipole resonances, implying that NRIM with simultaneously negative permeability and permittivity could be realized by all dielectric resonators [76, 77] . Actually, dielectric elements naturally only have a strong electric response, but from the viewpoint of metamaterials, artificial magnetic and electric resonances are introduced in the dielectric particles and are further enhanced by the Mie resonance [70] that is analog to LC resonance for SRRs [16] . The localized magnetic or electric resonance mode from the Mie resonance in an array of high-dielectric-constant particles could bring about macroscopic bulk magnetization or polarization in the medium, giving rise to either non-zero magnetic susceptibility or electric susceptibility on average [68] . Therefore, it is theoretically possible to construct the NRIM by properly combining the negative μ r and ε r from two series of dielectric resonators with different dielectric constants at the same frequency region [78] . An alternate approach is to integrate the negative μ r from periodically arranged dielectric particles as well as the negative ε r from plasmonic wires [79] . However, it is inconvenient to fabricate NRIM for practical devices with either of these approaches owing to the multiple-step fabrication process. Therefore, Vendik and Gashinova have theoretically investigated the possibility that the effective isotropic negative refractive index medium is realizable through the use of two different dielectric sphere lattices embedded in a dielectric matrix [80] , and in this regard, experimental verification has been completed recently [21, 81] . The underlying physics is explicit since the magnetic fundamental resonance mode and electrical resonance mode can be overlapped by scaling the size and the lattice of the dielectric inclusions. However, it was found experimentally that the resonant response of the electric dipole was weakly pronounced, and that negative refraction behavior was remarkably suppressed. In order to enhance the electric dipole resonance, some researchers considered the symmetry of the bi-spherical arrangement of the particles corresponding to the body-centered cubic symmetry because of the increasing packing factor [82] . For practical realization, the concept of metamaterials based on cubic dielectric inclusions is preferable.
Isotropy is another advantage of using dielectric metamaterials. Q. Zhao et al. have been experimentally demonstrating isotropic negative permeability in three-dimensional dielectric composites [83] and have been using the thermal properties of ceramic materials to realize, experimentally, an actively modulated isotropic negative permeability [84] . The critical challenge for dielectric metamaterials is that there is no high permeability-based material in optical range so that, until now, researchers have given up on the electric and magnetic dipole activities of dielectric composites. However, the theory of using silicon-based (ε = 12) rod-type structures has been reported recently, thereby relaxing the metamaterials criterion with basic cell dimensions, which are significant with respect to wavelength [85] . Reference 85 shows a similar band structure calculated between "high permittivity"-based and "low permittivity"-based dielectric composites, and the behavior of finding negative refraction in silicon-based dielectric rod arrays is discussed. Such a moderate relative-permittivity value has the further advantage of significantly easing the fabrication limitations because the corresponding cell dimension of the dielectric resonators turns out to be greater than the wavelength of light. As a result, we expect that research in the near future, by using both dielectric resonators with a moderate relative-permittivity value and such relative applications as all-dielectric invisibility cloaks [86] , can readily extend the aforementioned demonstrations to optics.
Extended Applications
There has been intense research on metamaterials in this decade, and recently there has been an increasing focus on practical applications for metamaterials. In this section, we will address fascinating investigations and practical applications of artificial electromagnetic metamaterials that are serving to overcome the intrinsic limitations of naturally existing materials. This section of the paper will address magnetic walls, magnetic surface plasmon resonance, invisibility cloaking, artificial electromagnetically induced transparency, and the slow light effect.
Magnetic Walls
In optics, spectral selectivity components (such as beam splitters, filters, and mirrors) traditionally use interference of light in dielectric multilayers or photonic crystal. However, the thickness of these devices is comparable to wavelength. A thin, essentially subwavelength layer that directly concerns neither interference nor diffraction is an opportunity to achieve spectral selectivity. A planar metamaterial with metallic fishscale-pattern layers and with metallic back-plates satisfies the requisition [87, 88] . The new type of planar fishscale metamaterial possesses some peculiar properties, such as high transparency, broad band reflectors, and reflected waves without phase change. The last property is extraordinary, insofar as conventional metals and dielectric surfaces reverse the electric field phase. Indeed (n − 1)E reflected = −(n + 1)E incident , and the result means that fishscale metamaterial has a zero refractive index; this phenomenon, when manifested, is called a "magnetic wall". The unusual amplification properties herein can function to improve photodetectors. The nanofabrication techniques may well lead to the use of the fish-scale structures in the optical part of the spectrum. 
Magnetic Surface Plasmon Resonance
Electric surface plasmon resonance (SPR) demonstrated by an electron energy-loss experiment [89] in 1960 exists between the two medium with opposed sign of permittivity. In addition, the electric SPR can be excited by visible light with two methods, grating coupler and ATR coupler. With the help of those couplers, the electric surface plasmon resonance becomes a powerful tool to detect the chemical and physical phenomena for optical frequency band. As for magnetic SPR, the experiments [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] also were demonstrated at microwave regions in 1981. However, due to the weakness of magnetic response for optical frequencies, there are no experimental results so far. Figure (c) shows the magnetic wall mirror consisting of metallic fish-scale pattern on a thickness dielectric substrate backed with a flat metal mirror [88] .
According to the Maxwell's equations, one could simply replace the permittivity by permeability for dispersion equation for isotropic, homogeneous, and linear media. (for pure magnetic medium)
In 2005, magnetic metamaterials [95] (split-ring resonator) showed that magnetic SPR can be created by artificial method which means we may tune the frequency of magnetic SPR to any desired frequency. This result would open up the possibility of magnetic SPR at optical frequency band.
Invisibility Cloaking
Transformation optics, based on the non-relativistic coordination invariance of Maxwell's equations, allows metamaterials to achieve exciting electromagnetic properties with practical designs. The most famous application developed is very likely the circular cloaking device, which was mathematically proposed by Pendry et al. [96] and experimentally demonstrated by Smith's groups [12, 97, 98] in 2006: the entire effort rested on extruding EM waves within a certain region through carefully designed constitutive parameters.
Two main steps are included in the transformation design method. Firstly, a particular coordinate transformation between physical space x and transformed space x' is constructed according to the designed property (free space properties in transformed space for invisibility). Secondly, the constitutive parameter tensors of the transformation medium that realizes the coordinate transformation can be obtained by using the following equations
And è is the well-known Jacobian transformation tensor with components '/ i j x x ∂ ∂ . The transformed media are generally anisotropic and spatially dispersive. Recently, another novel cloaking device based on transformation optics has been proposed by C.T. Chan [99] . Such a cloaking device, the so-called external cloak, can make an object invisible external to the cloak. The idea can be understood as follows: a complementary medium, when designed according to transformation optics, optically cancels the scattering wave with the clocked object. Then the optical path of free space is restored in the restoration medium. Furthermore, an illusion device optically transforming an object to another has been proposed on the basis of optical cancellation and restoration [100] . As a consequence, the external cloaking device creates the illusion of free space. However, the requirement of anisotropies, spatial dispersion, and the negative refraction index for the complementary medium constitutes a considerable challenge to realizing the external cloaking device.
Artificial Electromagnetically Induced Transparency
In quantum mechanics theory, the coherent coupling among three energy levels leads to quantum interference known as the electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) effect, which possesses the potential to slow down light pulses dramatically or even to stop light pulses owing to the highly dispersive relationship between wave vector and frequency at transparent window [101] . However, for a conventional quantum EIT effect, the media in use are often ultra-cold or ultra-hot gases, which limit the application of EIT effect, although solid-state media are believed to exhibit the EIT effect in theory [102] .
Based on the same idea as conventional electromagnetically induced transparency, many research works are focusing on metamaterials possessing properties analogous to the EIT effect. Xiang Zhang's group has demonstrated that when coupling the plasmonic superradiant (bright) mode and the plasmonic subradiant (dark) mode together, Zhang, X's group would mimic the system comprising three energy levels for the conventional EIT effect by using two metamaterial atoms, and they claims that metamaterials possessing properties analogous to the EIT effect have advantages such as room-temperature operation, wide bandwidth, and, more importantly, ready integration with a nano-plasmonic circuit [103] .
To further reduce losses of metamaterial-analogue EIT effect, researchers have suggested the introduction of stacked optical asymmetric metamaterials. As shown in ref [104] , a dipole antenna of broad linewidth is coupled with a quadrupole one of narrow linewidth determined by non-radiative Drude damping. Here, Liu, N. et al claims that this coupled system dramatically reduces the losses relative to the EIT system, due to nearly complete suppression of radiative coupling. Moreover, the loss is, in fact, even smaller than the losses from intrinsic Drude damping, which represents highly suppression of non-radiative damping. Such a metamaterial-analogue EIT effect not only reduces losses for the optical devices but also creates a solid-state unit to be integrated into optical circuits. Finally, the system has been recently applied to high-sensitivity biosensors because of the substantial dispersion relationship [105] .
Slow-Light Effect by NRIM
Regarding positive-refractive-index materials, momentum mismatch can create a situation where radiative waves cannot couple directly to the surface polaritons at the interfaces of the slab [106] . Thus, researchers excite surface plasmon polariton at interface of positive permeability and negative permittivity. Furthermore, researchers construct a dielectric-metal-dielectric structure as a sandwiched slab waveguide to generate two SPPs at different interfaces between metal and dielectric. Once the two SPPs couple to each other, the calculated effective group velocity would achieve zero in a certain critical thickness, i.e., they can slow or stop light, indicating that they can store light within a waveguide [106] .
Recently, the topic of slow light has garnered considerable attention because slow light is potentially applicable to optical switching and to storage devices like optical hard disks [14, [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] . But in SPP mode, left-handed slab waveguides are very sensitive to surface roughness and operate in multiple modes [108] . Therefore, researchers have made the core material a left-handed material to construct a left-handed sandwiched slab waveguide, making possible a single oscillatory mode that propagates within the core material and that can be stopped at a critical thickness because of a negative Goos-Hanchen effect (as shown in Figure 9 ) [111] [112] [113] . Furthermore, research has demonstrated that a multi frequency waveguide can store 'rainbows' in a core material possessing a negative refractive index [14, 114] . 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have summarized the recent branch of research focusing on artificial magnetic metamaterials. We first introduced some artificial metallic structures that enrich magnetic responses in ways that are foreign to natural materials. Because there is high Ohmic loss in metallic structures in the optical region, researchers have posited that "high permittivity"-based dielectric composite arrays enrich the symmetry of the metamaterials field. In addition, we have introduced some applications for metamaterials and outlined some new directions. Magnetic walls, magnetic surface plasma resonance, invisible cloaking, an artificial electromagnetically induced transparency effect, and a slowing-light effect are included in this review. A newly designed NRIM can be readily implemented in various applications like flat-focusing lenses, band-pass and notch filters, antennas, invisible cloaking, and various electromagnetic devices.
